
MONDAY
GETS
GIVINGWEEK 3

15
MIN

WEEKLY KICK-OFF

As this is the third Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing the Monthly Kick-O� 
activity, and if appropriate, video at www.everymondaymatters.org. Additionally, a three-minute recap 
of the previous weeks may add extra context to this week and help connect the dots around the month-
ly theme.

No materials required. 

Prep Time: 0 mins.

1)
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SHARE THIS WEEK’S THEME WITH STUDENTS:  “APPROACH ART”

2) ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS EXPLORE THE WEEK’S 
FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

• What is “ART”?
– Possible answer: The expression of creativity and imagination
• What are some types of “ART” you can think of?
– Possible answers: Paintings, sculptures, mixed media, woodworking, drawings, etchings, illustration,  
 animation, etc.
• What is your favorite type of “ART” to view?
• What is your favorite type of “ART” to create?
• What are some types of “ART” that aren’t visual (i.e. paintings, drawings, etc.)?
– Possible answers: Dance, designing buildings, furniture, or clothing, etc. 
• What does it mean to “APPROACH” something?
– Answer: To come nearer or closer to something
• What are some of your thoughts when you “APPROACH ART”?
• What does “CULTURE” mean to you?
– Possible answer: “CULTURE” includes customs, “ARTS”, social movements, and achievements of 
 a particular group
• What are some pieces of “ART” specific to your “CULTURE”?
• Why do you think “ART” matters to a “CULTURE”?

• Do you think “ART” is created because of a “CULTURE”, or the “CULTURE” is created because of 
 its “ARTWORK”?
• In what ways might a work of “ART” represent the time in which it’s created?
• How could you create a work of “ART” that represents your time and “CULTURE” well?
• How has “ART” changed over time?
• As you look around the room, what items can you see that needed an “ARTISTIC” mind to create?
• How does “APPROACHING ART”, whether by creating it or viewing it, help you appreciate “CULTURE”  
 more?
• How might expressing yourself through “ART” remind you that YOU and other “ARTISTS” MATTER?
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4) REVIEW HOW THIS WEEK SUPPORTS THE MONTH’S THEME OF “MONDAY GETS 
CULTURED”:
• Explain:
– Every era, since the dawn of humankind, has used “ART” in some way or another
– Even rock caves have evidence of paintings, etchings, and representations of those who lived there
– “ART” has evolved over time, and so has its methods
– Each piece of “ART” can be linked to its current “CULTURE”, whether it’s music, physical “ARTWORK”,  
 language used in plays, or architecture
– In paintings, we can see how fashion, scenery, and even attitudes have changed
– So as we “APPROACH ART”, we can seek to understand when it was done and why it was important for 
 its time, and how it can still MATTER today
• Ask:
– What can you do to “APPROACH ART” with respect and “CULTURAL” understanding?

5) PRESENT THE WEEKLY GOALS:
• Discover how the process of creation can be used to express one’s identity, thoughts, and feelings
• Learn how “CULTURES” are influenced throughout history by “ARTISTIC” movements
• Identify how “ARTWORK” helps tie us individually to a broader global “CULTURE”
• Understand how “APPROACH ART” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CULTURED”

• What is “ART”?
– Possible answer: The expression of creativity and imagination
• What are some types of “ART” you can think of?
– Possible answers: Paintings, sculptures, mixed media, woodworking, drawings, etchings, illustration,  
 animation, etc.
• What is your favorite type of “ART” to view?
• What is your favorite type of “ART” to create?
• What are some types of “ART” that aren’t visual (i.e. paintings, drawings, etc.)?
– Possible answers: Dance, designing buildings, furniture, or clothing, etc. 
• What does it mean to “APPROACH” something?
– Answer: To come nearer or closer to something
• What are some of your thoughts when you “APPROACH ART”?
• What does “CULTURE” mean to you?
– Possible answer: “CULTURE” includes customs, “ARTS”, social movements, and achievements of 
 a particular group
• What are some pieces of “ART” specific to your “CULTURE”?
• Why do you think “ART” matters to a “CULTURE”?

READ THE WEEKLY INTRODUCTION ALOUD OR ASK A STUDENT TO DO SO:3)  
Art is a huge part of culture—and it’s time we appreciate it! This week, we’re going to APPROACH ART 
in all its forms. We’re going to create it whenever we can, because everyone is an artist. We’ll realize 
that art is all around us, whether it’s a theater production we see, art on the street, a museum we go to, 
or a pretty building we walk by. Art is something we can appreciate and be inspired by every day. All of 
us are creative in our own ways, and all of us deserve to be creative. So this week, appreciate the art 
that is all around you, wherever you are. Approach art with a curious mind, ready to learn about it 
instead of thinking you already know how it was made and why. Remember that there is someone—or 
some people—behind every piece of art. Appreciate that there is art in anything, whether it’s medicine, 
plumbing, creating a photograph, or writing a novel. This week, make art a part of your life. 
Approaching art matters.

• Do you think “ART” is created because of a “CULTURE”, or the “CULTURE” is created because of 
 its “ARTWORK”?
• In what ways might a work of “ART” represent the time in which it’s created?
• How could you create a work of “ART” that represents your time and “CULTURE” well?
• How has “ART” changed over time?
• As you look around the room, what items can you see that needed an “ARTISTIC” mind to create?
• How does “APPROACHING ART”, whether by creating it or viewing it, help you appreciate “CULTURE”  
 more?
• How might expressing yourself through “ART” remind you that YOU and other “ARTISTS” MATTER?

- PABLO PICASSO

EVERY CHILD IS AN ARTIST. 
THE PROBLEM IS HOW TO 
REMAIN AN ARTIST ONCE WE 
GROW UP.


